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Abstract
Measuring surface wetting properties is usually performed with Contact Angle
(CA) measurements. Recently, the novel technology of Scanning Droplet Adhesion
Microscopy (SDAM) has been introduced to overcome several shortcomings related
to CA measurements. However, no direct comparison of these two methods exists, as
there are yet to be instruments capable of conducting such measurements concurrently.

This thesis contains the process of integrating a prototypical CA measurement
into an SDAM instrument prototype. First, relative theories necessary for successful
implementation are presented, followed by description of added hardware and software
components. The resulting implementation is found to be operational and produce
sensible results through experimental tests conducted on two different materials. The
obtained results, however, indicate some issues with the solution, which are discussed
along with suggested improvements.
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Symbols and abbreviations

Symbols
γs surface tension of surface media [Nm−1]
γl surface tension of liquid media [Nm−1]
γv surface tension of vapour media [Nm−1]
θ contact angle [deg.]
α threshold for image binarisation
N number of samples used in second polynomial fit in DSA
Fp snap-in force [µN ]
Fc contact force [µN ]
Fs pull-off force [µN ]
Ts settling time [ms]
ks sensor gain [Nv−1]
vb base voltage [V ]
r scanning resolution [mm]
da approach distance [mm]
dr retraction distance [mm]
Zmax maximum reached height during a scan [mm]

Abbreviations
SDAM scanning droplet adhesion microscopy
CA contact angle
ACA advancing contact angle
RCA receding contact angle
CAA apex contact angle
DSA droplet shape analysis
TUTLI tutkimuksesta uutta liiketoimintaa
GUI graphical user interface
SiNF silicone nanofilaments on silicon wafer
SiPar silicon nanograss coated with parylene



1 Introduction
Characterising surfaces based on their adhesive properties is needed in multiple
applications [1–3]. For example, a manufacturer needs to know how water repellent
their coating is and how does its effectiveness change over time. Similarly, a cleaning
method can be evaluated by comparing the wetting properties of a cleaned and
uncleaned surface.

In such applications, measuring contact angles (CA) has been the ubiquitous
method to determine surface wettability and surface tension properties [4]. This visual
method analyses the angle in the droplet-surface interface to determine adhesive and
cohesive properties of the interaction. However, this method has been found to have
multiple restrictions, from being inaccurate on superhydrophobic surfaces, to being
impossible in certain cases [5–7].

In order to overcome these restrictions, a new method for surface tensiometry
was developed in Robotic Instruments Group in Aalto University [8]. This Scanning
Droplet Adhesion Microscopy (SDAM) instrument uses a high resolution force sensor
and a micro scale water droplet to determine surface properties by repeatedly probing
the surface with the droplet attached to the force sensor [9].

The project was followed-up with a Business Finland funded Tutkimuksesta uutta
liiketoimintaa (TUTLI) project, with final goal of product commercialisation [10].
During the course of this project, a need for adding an integrated contact angle
measurement was raised. Hence, this thesis was requested, to answer the research
question of: "Is it possible to add an integrated contact angle measurement to a
SDAM instrument prototype?".

This thesis aims to develop a setup for conducting concurrent CA and SDAM
measurements and provide a platform to study and increase the understanding of
the relative technologies. First, a basic background of the related phenomena and
used measurement methods are presented, along with the challenges of both CA
and SDAM measurements in order to evaluate the success of the implementation
sufficiently. Secondly, the definitions of a successful implementation in terms of
requirements and restrictions are presented, along with the development progress
for meeting these conditions. Thirdly, experimental measurements on the developed
instrument are planned, conducted and analysed. Finally, the performance of the
improved instrument prototype is discussed.

The instrument prototype, project length and available technology set certain
assumptions and restrictions on the project. Material-wise, this thesis concentrates
specifically on water as the droplet media, and normal air as vapour. Additionally,
the tests conducted for evaluation will be restricted to hydrophobic surfaces due to
limitations of SDAM instrument [11]. Moreover, the development was done upon an
existing prototype of an SDAM instrument. The prototypical, imperfect nature of
the prototype provided additional challenges to overcome. The cases where these
restrictions clearly affected the decisions are discussed later in the thesis.
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2 Wetting and characterisation methods
The two main technologies studied in this thesis, the Droplet Shape Analysis (DSA)
and SDAM, both innately measure the wettability properties of the surfaces. This
section describes the related phenomena, as well as the basics of CA and SDAM
measurements.

Figure 1: Wetting and droplet shape phenomena expand both natural and artificial
worlds [12, 13]

2.1 Wetting
Theoretically, both CA and SDAM measurements can be used to measure the
interaction of three different media. These can be either a combination of solid,
liquid and vapour, two liquids and vapour, or even three different liquids, as long as
a droplet can be formed. However, the current prototype of the SDAM instrument
limits us to the combination of solid, liquid and vapour. Therefore, this thesis will
concentrate on only that interaction. The point where the three media interact with
each other is called a three-phase-point, depicted in Figure 2. The contact between
the droplet and the surface, from one three-phase-point to the other, is called the
baseline. [14]

Figure 2: The three-phase-contact point in the interface of media

Wetting can be considered as the effect of cohesion, adhesion and any external
forces on the droplet on a surface. It describes how the liquid droplet spreads: highly
wetting interaction makes the droplet spread on a wide area, and a low wetting
interaction means the droplet remains spherical. Consequently, the contact angles
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are small and large in high and low wetting cases respectively. The wetting also
reflects the energy in the interaction. In a solid-liquid interaction, the more wetting
combination of media is stronger and hence has higher energy than that of less
wetting. [15]

Surface tension is the property of the liquid which, in ideal case, determines the
shape of the droplet formed by the liquid. It is caused by the internal cohesive forces
within the liquid, as the liquid molecules pull each other together. The molecules
in the outer surface of the droplet are pulled inside the droplet due to the greater
amount of molecules, and hence force, in that direction. The shape of the droplet
is defined by the the equilibrium where the sum of said forces is zero. However, in
reality, the shape of the droplet is also affected by any other interaction, such as
gravity or other external forces. [16]

In addition to cohesion, the interaction of the droplet with the sampled surface
also affects the droplet shape as adhesion, defined by the physical properties of the
solid and liquid materials. Adhesion can also be described as the surface tensions at
respective interfaces: the larger the surface tension is, the larger is the adhesive force
and the deformation of the droplet. [16]. In this thesis, we use SDAM to measure
the adhesive forces, and CA to measure the deformation of the droplet.

Finally, the surface may prove to be absorbing. This is challenging to both
methods as it adds dynamics to the measurement, which has to be taken into account
by, for example, using different liquid media or force tensiometry [17]. Due to this
complexity, this thesis concentrates on liquid-solid combinations where absorption
does not occur.

2.2 Contact angle measurement
Contact angle is a property of a droplet in the interface of different medias. Most
commonly this is portrayed in the interface of a solid-liquid and liquid-vapour. In
such an three-phase-point, the angle between these two interfaces is the contact angle
[18]. In an ideal case, where the droplet is static, the contact angle θ can be defined
with the Young equation (1), which describes the relation of the contact angle to the
affecting surface tensions in the different interfaces: γlv, γsv and γsl being the surface
tensions for liquid-vapour, solid-vapour and solid-liquid interfaces, respectively [19].

γlvcosθ = γsv − γsl (1)
The contact angle describes the interacting properties, for example wetting and

adhesion, at the interface of the media. Generally, a high contact angle, greater
than 90 °, indicates more adhesive interaction between the media. Similarly, contact
angles less than 90 °indicate lesser adhesion [14, 16].

In the scope of this thesis, where the droplet medium is water, we refer to the solid
materials producing contact angles less than 90°as hydrophilic, greater than 90°as
hydrophobic and materials with contact angle greater than 120°as superhydrophobic.

In this section, the basics for the contact angle measurement are explained as
needed in the context of adding such a measurement to the prototype of SDAM
instrument. Related challenges are described. The methods for measuring the contact
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Figure 3: Contact angles in hydrophilic, hydrophobic and superhydrophobic cases

angle are limited to those of visual type, i.e. excluding the force based methods such
as Wilhelm plate. [20]

2.2.1 Static versus dynamic measurements

The simplest case of observing contact angle is when a droplet is stationary and
unaffected by external forces; in such an occasion, we observe a static contact angle.
In cases where the droplet is moving or deforming relative to the surface and the
contact line is changing, we observe a dynamic contact angle [21].

As sessile droplets are relatively rare phenomenon and describe the properties of
a surface very locally, using static angle measurement is not deemed as adequate in
modern science community [18]. Instead, a versatile range of dynamic contact angles
is used. Additionally, a method most commonly used is observing the receding contact
angle (RCA) and advancing contact angle (ACA). ACA is obtained when the baseline
of the contact is increasing, and the measured CA stays constant. Similarly, RCA is
obtained when the baseline is decreasing and the measured CA stays constant. Such
change in the baseline can be applied by, for example, tilting the plate, changing the
droplet volume or deforming the droplet by applying external force to it [16]. The
last of these options is especially interesting in the case of the SDAM instrument.

However, practical circumstances can cause differences in observed contact angles
when measuring the RCA and ACA. This is because the surface properties of the
surface and droplet can change during their interaction, as well as due to exposure
to the environment. The difference between RCA and ACA, or the contact angle
hysteresis, can also be used to describe certain properties of the surface, for example
water mobility [9, 21].

2.2.2 Droplet shape analysis

Contact angle can be estimated using visual analysis, called droplet shape analysis
(DSA). In DSA, an image of a droplet on a surface is analysed. Video or images used
in the DSA are obtained using a goniometer : a droplet is mechanically placed on a
surface, and accurately imaged with a camera (Figure 4). The camera and optics are
selected so that the contact line of the droplet and surface is sharp and large in the
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captured media. Also, a back-light is preferred, to ensure a clear definition of the
surface of the droplet in the image [9].

Figure 4: Exemplary goniometer device by Kruss technologies [22]
.

Currently, most of the analysis is done by a computer using image processing
algorithms [23, 24]. Most of the algorithms are based on two phases: finding the
contact point and finding the angle within that region [24]. Next, we describe the
four most commonly used methods for DSA.

Conic-shape fit Conic-shape method uses conic shape equation to estimate the
shape of the droplet. By comparing the shape of the droplet at the identified three-
phase-point, the contact angle can be estimated. The conic-shape method assumes
elliptic shape of the droplet. Due to this restriction, the droplet shapes analysed are
also restricted to those with relatively small contact angles. Conic-shape method
does not require droplet symmetry.[25].

Circle fit Circle method, similar to the conic-shape method, uses the assumption
of circular shape droplet to fit a circle around the perimeter. The contact angle is
perceived as the tangent at the three-phase-point of the fit. Circle method does not
require droplet symmetry, but in such cases, several fits might be needed to estimate
the fits for both sides of the droplet. [26]

Polynomial fit In polynomial fit, the close range of the three-phase-point is ex-
amined. A polynomial curve is fitted on the droplet surface at the proximity of
the three-phase-point. Then, the contact angle is perceived as the derivative at
the contact point. As the polynomial can be fitted to any curve, no restrictions on
droplet symmetry exist for this method. [27, 28]
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Young-Laplace fit In Young-Laplace fit, the shape of the droplet is analysed for
curvature based on the effect of surface tension in contact, and the gravity affecting
the droplet. [25]

The Young-Laplace fit is not suitable for asymmetric droplets [25]. Therefore,
it can not be used in measurements where the droplet is asymmetrically deformed.
This deformation can be caused by movement (surface tilting, dragging), alteration
(increasing or decreasing the volume asymmetrically) or heterogeneous surface (asym-
metric pinning), hence making it inapplicable in many practical cases. Nevertheless,
in some specific cases, the Young-Laplace fit can provide the most accurate fit for
drop shape [25].

2.2.3 Challenges

Like all measurement methods, the DSA methods described above are also susceptible
to measurement errors and difficulties [29]. These challenges can be roughly divided
into visual and physical types. This section describes the most common challenges
with DSA.

Image quality The quality of the image or video captured affects the outcome
of the DSA, regardless of the method used. Especially, the resolution and clarity
of the image need to be sufficient for good results [9, 23]. Additionally, sufficient
exposure and adequately slow shutter speeds improve the robustness of the analysis.
Naturally, having larger resolution images and higher frame-rate videos increases the
time of analysis as processing becomes more demanding.

Homogeneity of the sample Should the solid surface (the sample) be homoge-
neous, the contact angle can be extremely different on different parts of the droplet.
For example, a sample containing partial coatings or microstructures can prove
difficult to measure. [16]

Cleanliness Similarly, the cleanliness of a surface can have drastic effects on the
outcome of the measurement. Small particles, such as dust, can cause pinning
or droplet contamination during measurement, causing measurement defects, such
as asymmetric droplets and altered surface tension. Additionally, the interaction
between the surface and the droplet might change their properties, chemically or
physically, which may affect the measurement repeatability.

Stage vibration If the environment is not sufficiently isolated, different forces
and external interactions might affect the measurement setup, most notably strong
vibrations. However, the effects can be easily mitigated using a floating, anti-vibration
table as the measurement surface.

Deformation The external forces affecting the droplet, such as dragging it, can
affect the contact angle of the droplet due hysteresis. in other words, one might be
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observing ACA on other side of the droplet, and RCA on the other. Naturally, this
effect can be taken into account, but should be mitigated if not planned.

Sample location As mentioned above, the homogeneity of the sample can be
a challenge in DSA. A problem in the same class with this is the difficulty of
pin-pointing an exact measurement point on the sample, as different parts of the
sample might have different properties. Therefore, without extensive and scanning
set of measurements, measurements from a sample might prove to be very local and
not representative of the real sample.

Camera location Because of the visual nature of the presented DSA methods,
the camera has to be well placed to minimise the effect of optical distortion. For
example, the tilt or displacement of the camera in vertical direction relative to the
sample surface alters the results of the measurement, especially if the baseline is
obstructed [9]. Small tilt and displacement can be disregarded as minimal, and
slightly larger ones can be taken into account with appropriate transformations
during image analysis. Therefore, it is important to record the tilt and displacement
values of the camera relative to the sample during measurement if possible.

Additionally, as usually only one camera is used in the measurements, asymmetry
can only be ascertained of from one direction. This is an especially notable defect if
we are using DSA methods requiring droplet symmetry.

Figure 5: Effect of contact angle to DSA accuracy [23]

Obscured baseline As all the DSA methods require identification of the three-
phase-point, the baseline has to be visible. In some surfaces, especially many
biological ones, the surface is non-reflective or obscured, and therefore the baseline
cannot be identified. For these cases, accurate DSA is impossible.

Droplet size The droplet size affects the observed contact line as well: on larger
droplets the effect of gravity is stronger and might defect the results. This is not
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acceptable if the main focus is on the properties of the surface. However, the effect
of the gravity based on the droplet size can be taken into account with appropriate
calculations. [30]

Superhydrophobicity Additionally, the uncertainty of contact angle measurement
grows as the contact angle increases, making measuring properties of especially
superhydrophobic materials difficult. The effect can be seen in the figure 5.

2.3 Scanning Droplet Adhesion Microscopy

Scanning droplet adhesion microscopy (SDAM) is a novel method for measuring
surface properties in microscopic scale. Originally developed in 2017 for "Mapping
microscale wetting variations on biological and synthetic water-repellent surfaces"
[11], the instrument has been further developed by a team in Aalto University [31].
The project has aimed for more versatile and optimal instrument and ultimately
commercialisation of the solution.

The base functionality of the instrument is to use a micro-force sensor with a
pendant droplet to record applied forces from a contact with a sample surface. The
sample is moved by a stage with three degrees of freedom into and from contact
with the droplet. The droplet volume is controlled by dispensing liquid to the
force sensor to form a droplet. Finally, recorded force sensor output is analysed
for features induced by the mechanical properties of the droplet, environment and
surface interaction. [11]

The measurement of a single point consists of four separate steps: approach,
snap-in, retraction and pull-off (Figure 6) [11]. These moments are defined by the
droplet interaction with the sample: the approach is the time before the contact,
snap-in is the start of the contact, retraction is started once the contact reaches
a predefined contact force Fc, and finally the pull-off is the end of the contact.
Illustrations of example moments are shown in Figure 6.

This single measurement can be set up to be performed on a set of points, for
example on a grid, to form a force map of the sampled surface. The scan itself consists
of three main steps: refilling the droplet, grounding the droplet and measuring the
point. The grounding step is optional, but recommended as it mitigates the effect of
possible electrical charge. It is conducted by bringing the droplet to a slight contact
with a superhydrophobic surface after refilling.

The use of a small droplet and automated procedure allows for a measurement
superior in repeatability and resolution. Additionally, the sampled surface does not
need to be homogeneous, smooth or flat [11].

This section gives a general overview of the technology and its challenges. The
individual mechanical parts of the instrument and their roles are discussed in the
subsections.
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Figure 6: SDAM measurement [11]

2.3.1 Instrument

The instrument comprises four main parts: the force sensor, the stages, the dispenser
and the camera. The force sensor reads the changes on the droplet, the stages move
the sample surface, the dispenser forms the droplet onto the force sensor and the
camera is used to observe the functionality of the instrument. The simplified layout
is presented in Figure 7. The role of each part is explained in more detailed below.

Figure 7: Schematic of the SDAM instrument: (a) camera, (b) dispenser, (c) force
sensor (d) sample holder (e) vertical motion stage (Z-direction), (f) horizontal motion
stage (Y-direction), (g) horizontal motion stage (X-direction), (h) personal computer
with control software, (i) data acquisition controller, (j) stage motor controller, (k)
anti-vibration platform.

Force sensor The SDAM instrument utilises a sensitive micro-force sensor to
measure changes in adhesive forces between the sample and the droplet. As discussed
in section 2.3.3, the force sensor is extremely delicate, but has a large resolution to
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allow us to identify even the smallest events during the scan, such as the snap-in
moment.

Stage The instrument has three stages moving the sample. The movement is
controlled with servos and a high level software provided by the manufacturer. The
stages are connected to the computer via a controller and can be halted with an
external emergency switch.

Camera Even the earliest versions of the instrument included a camera. This
was a necessity in aiming the dispensed droplet and evaluating the behaviour of the
instrument. The camera was mounted so that it is in focus and fixed with the sensor
tip. The camera communicates with the computer via USB3 connection. The basic
version only allows streaming the camera image via external software.

Lighting To ensure good observation of the instrument behaviour via cameras, is
good lighting necessary. The instrument has one integrated light source to illuminate
the droplet. The light is positioned on the same level with the camera to provide
back-lighting. It should also be mentioned that some surfaces may be susceptible to
contact with light and change their adhesive properties. Hence good care should be
taken when selecting the samples and lighting used.

Dispenser Forming the droplet requires an accurate method for dispensing small
droplet. This is achieved with a small dispensing unit attached to the side of the
instrument. The droplet can be formed with either direct shooting from below the
sensor, or with ricocheting it from a superhydrophobic surface. The Figure 7 shows
the ricochet setup. The ricochet method allows for safer dispensing as it doe snot
risk shooting the droplet towards the sensor. however, it is somewhat less accurate
due surface heterogeneity. Additionally, the contact with the surface might cause
additional static charge to be formed to the droplet.

2.3.2 Force features

As force values are recorded from the scan - the droplet entering and retracting from
a contact with the surface - they can be analysed afterwards for features describing
the interaction of the surface and the droplet. By comparing these extracted features,
different samples and areas within a surface can be compared and classified. An
example of these features can be seen in Figure 8 and they are briefly described
below.

Snap-in moment The moment when the droplet comes to contact with the surface,
it is drawn towards the surface due the affecting adhesion forces. This can be observed
in the force values as a close instantaneous change in the force, as seen in Figure 8.
On non-smooth or heterogeneous surfaces multiple snap-in moments may occur.
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Figure 8: SDAM measurement force features: (a) snap-in, (b) snap-in force, (c)
contact force, (d) pull-off, (e) settling time and (f) pull-off force, as well as the
different phases of the measurement: (I) approach, (II) pushing, (III) pulling and
(IV) retraction

Snap-in force The change in force during the snap-in moment is called the snap-
in force Fs. This feature is more prominent the more hydrophilic the surface is.
Actually, in superhydrophobic surfaces, the snap-in force - and moment - can be
indistinguishable.

Pushing force After snap-in, the droplet is pushed against the surface to a prede-
fined force value called the contact force Fc. This is highlighted in 8. Having this as
constant as possible across the repeated measurements is crucial for good quality
measurements. This, along with the inspected stage locations, can be used to assert
the validity of a scan.

Pull-off moment As the pushing force is reached, the surface is moved away from
the contact. The moment where the droplet detaches from the surface is defined
as the pull-off moment and can be identified from the force curve as the changed
gradient after starting the retraction. Similar to snap-in, multiple pull-off moments
can occur on non-smooth and heterogeneous surfaces.

Pull-off force Related to the pull-off moment is the pull-off force: the force needed
to detach the droplet from the surface. The pull-off force Fp is measured as the force
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difference between the force right before the pull-off moment, and the force after
settling time.

Settling time Due to the physics of the pendant droplet on the sensor, the force
curve portrays oscillation after the pull-off moment. The time it takes for the droplet
to stop oscillating after the pull-off moment is called the settling time Ts. This is
relative to the pull-off force.

2.3.3 Challenges

Non-smoothness Although the SDAM instrument can measure heterogeneous and
non-smooth surfaces, special care should be taken when planning the measurements.
A property on the sample causing too strong force perpendicular to the force sensor
during contact could damage the sensor.

Contamination The exposure of the droplet to environment and the repeated
contact with the surface can change the chemical properties of the droplet, making
it either less or more adhesive than normally. This could be mitigated by always
removing and reforming the droplet between measurements. However, this is not yet
implemented with the SDAM instrument prototype.

Electric charge Dispensing water into the sensor to form the droplet by shooting
is not completely accurate. The lack of accuracy causes some of the dispensed water
droplets to bounce from the forming droplet on the force sensor instead of being
absorbed into it. This bouncing off the droplet can cause static electric charge to
the droplet used in measurement. Consequently, the voltage potential between the
surface and the droplet can cause inaccuracies in the measurement by increased
attraction or repulsion.

Evaporation Controlling the measurement environment to attain an equilibrium
such that the measurement droplet does not evaporate during scanning is difficult.
Therefore, the scan is optimised to mitigate the effect of evaporation. A single
measurement taking less than approximately 20s has been shown to result in insignif-
icantly enough evaporation on a 1.5µl size droplet [11]. However, for more accurate
force values, evaporation estimation should be used to take the phenomenon into
account.

Adhesion When the contact with the surface is hydrophilic enough, a part of the
droplet can remain stuck to the surface, hence changing the effective droplet volume.
In such cases, according compensation has to be done when calculating the force.

Delicate sensor As the SDAM instrument was developed to measure extremely
delicate changes (less than 1µN), the force sensors used are very fragile. Hence
any uncontrolled and unexpected force, especially perpendicular to force sensor,
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can potentially damage the sensor and ruin measurements. Additionally, too large
adhesion forces can cause damage in both approach and retraction phases.

Different equipment Naturally, the properties of the force sensor and the stages
affect the measured features described above. Therefore, the used hardware and
parameters should be recorded during measurements, as only measurements done
with the same equipment and parameters are comparable.

Sensor drift In addition to the effect of evaporation, sensor drift also causes
continuously changing offset to the measured values. however, this can be more
erratic than that of the evaporation.
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3 Development of integrated contact angle mea-
surement

To integrate the CA measurement to the SDAM instrument, multiple changes were
required. These changes and related design choices were performed based on the
requirements and restrictions arising from the project scope. Additionally, as the
instrument is still in a prototyping phase, a lot of planned development time went
into fixing existing deficiencies, thus leading to more simple solutions than originally
planned, such as online DSA and online force feature detection.

This section defines the requirements for the planned functionality and the
added restrictions that affected the choices. Additionally, the changes made in both
hardware and software are explained. Finally, the algorithms used in the analysis of
the measurements are explained.

3.1 Requirements and restrictions

Intrinsically the only necessity for adding CA measurement to the SDAM instrument
prototype was a connected camera in the system. However, more requirements were
imposed from the instrument commercialisation project, which also makes up a part
of this thesis. The project aimed to improve the instrument, especially in terms of
usability, convenience and robustness.

During development, deficiencies in the implementation of the instrument were
found, some of which were obstructing the required functionality of the instrument,
and hence prevented evaluation of the developed solutions. Therefore, fixing these
deficiencies became part of the requirements as well. The requirements listed below
were defined to scope the thesis project. Moreover, as the theory of CA measurement
in such a setup has not been implemented before, it is not sensible to construct a
sophisticated method for it. The aim of this thesis was simply to prove that a setup
for such measurement can be developed. More refined setup and analysis can be
developed in later projects.

Requirement 1 (Operation): Instrument can perform scans on limited materials
• Instrument can perform all three main steps of the scan: refilling, grounding,

and measuring
• At least the measuring step has to be fully automated to ensure measurement

accuracy and repeatability
• The control of the stages has to be responsive enough to ensure accurate

measurements
Requirement 2 (Force analysis): Force features can be analysed post-measurement
from recorded force values with external software

• Instrument has to be able to robustly record a sufficient amount of data during
measurements

Requirement 3 (Video recording): Camera integrated to the instrument can
automatically record video during measurements
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• Instrument has to be able to robustly record a sufficiently long video from the
contact

• Video has to be of sufficient quality to allow DSA
Requirement 4 (Video analysis): Recorded videos can be analysed with external
software post-measurement to obtain the contact angles

• Reasonable values have to able to be extracted from the recorded video

These requirements were used when making the decisions during the development
of the instrument in this project. The following sections will describe the development
of individual parts of the hardware and software, and explain in more detail the
needed changes to fulfil these requirements.

3.2 Hardware
Adding the contact angle measurement to the existing SDAM instrument setup
needed small changes not only to software but to the hardware as well. A general
layout of the resulting instrument is portrayed in Figure 7, in which one can see
the five basic functional parts of the instrument: the force sensor, the stages, the
cameras, the lights and the dispenser. This section gives a more detailed description
of these parts and the possible changes made to them. Additionally, the instrument
also has the a plastic protective encasing, wiring and controllers. Naturally, the
instrument is connected to a PC which handles the control and data acquisition of
the instrument.

3.2.1 Cameras

Contact angle measurement sets several requirements for selecting cameras for the
system: the camera has to be able to focus on a small area; it has to allow large
enough magnification to include the droplet as large as possible within the frame and
fast enough recording for sufficient video frames, as well as be sufficiently sensitive
to allow short exposure times. [9]

In our setup, we used a high speed microscopic imaging camera which supports
GenICam interface [32]. This allows use of different cameras which support said
interface and hence decreases future development and testing times. The camera is
connected to the PC via a fast USB3 connection to ensure sufficient data transfer
rate.

The system includes two cameras so that the user can align the sample and
dispensing appropriately. Contact angle measurement only requires one camera, but
both can be used when recording the footage from the measurements for increased
certainty. The cameras were positioned on the sides of the force sensor and fixed to
the surrounding hull as seen in Figure 7. In the figure, the other camera is placed
directly behind the force sensor (c).

From the contact angle measurement point of view, the placement of the cameras
in the SDAM instrument setup is not optimal. As the cameras are not fixed to the
level of the stage, due the stage movement, is the image obtained from the cameras
not optimal when analysing the contact angles. This has to be taken into account
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when analysing the contact angles from the recorded video as explained in 3.3.4. The
effect of the cameras not being fixed to the level of the baseline can be diminished by
estimating the average droplet size and hence the expected contact height. Naturally,
this changes with the droplet size used and is cumbersome to implement.

3.2.2 Lighting

The light found from the current setup was found sufficient for the task. However,
the flickering caused by the alternating current power input for the light might cause
some issues: the possible different exposure of the frames might effect the threshold
performed in the analysis phase. In this setup and measurements, however, we did
not witness an effect from the flickering light. Additionally, a more laminar light
might improve quality [9, 29].

3.3 Software

The software developed for this thesis was based on the existing software on current
SDAM instrument [33]. The software consists of two main parts: the graphical user
interface (GUI) and hardware interaction. The main attention in developing the
software was in the hardware interaction, by adding support to the needed cameras,
but also the additional graphical interfaces were added to GUI to ensure user had
the necessary convenient control over the added cameras.

Additionally, due to the instrument still being in prototype phase, the software
development also included other objectives not directly in the scope of the thesis.
These were carried out for the interest of the project, and to ensure correct and
reliable function of the instrument.

In this section, an overview of the current software architecture and basic func-
tionalities of user interface and control are presented. Additionally, the algorithms
used in the analysis of collected measurements are explained.

3.3.1 Architecture

The architecture of the original software remained roughly the same during the
development: a hierarchical, modular architecture consisting of a GUI for interaction,
several classes for different hardware modules, an engine connecting these two and a
state machine controlling the instrument actions. The architecture is presented in
Figure 9.

Camera software In order to add the contact angle measurement to the instru-
ment, additional classes were written. A class for a general camera, supporting
GenICam interface [32] was added. Also, a collection of these cameras was added to
collate the control of all connected cameras in different roles. Additionally, the GUI
was extended to support the added cameras, as explained in section 3.3.2.
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Figure 9: System architecture as a simplified class diagram. The user interacts
with the instrument through the GUI. Engine handles connections throughout the
system and collects information from the subsystems. A state machine controls the
instrument and the behaviour of the subsystems.

3.3.2 Frontend

The GUI was implemented using the .NET tools. The GUI found in the previous
version was extended and improved to include needed features for the contact angle
measurement. The added features were

• Streaming windows for connected cameras

• Options for setting the camera frame rate

• Option for selecting cameras which record

• Setting automatic recording

• Setting manual recording

Added extra parameters were added using the existing features.
The user interface was expanded using ready made GUI modules from the camera

manufacturer [34]. This allowed fast prototyping with less tests and development.

3.3.3 Backend

Interaction with camera The basic connection between the cameras and the
computer was implemented utilising the GenICam interface and the source code
provided by the manufacturer through Spinnaker SDK [32, 34]. A specific class for
a single camera functionality was implemented. The Camera class encapsulates the
needed functionality from Spinnaker SDK. The functionality needed to fulfil the
requirements were simple: starting recording a video and stopping video recording
both automatically and manually. Changing the parameters, such as resolution, gain
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(a) Main GUI window with the integrated camera stream on the left, and recorded force
values on the right.

(b) Window with camera specific options, implemented
with Spinnaker SDK

(c) Window with capture
options.

Figure 10: Graphical user interface with the added camera controls. The camera
options window allow user to change camera specific parameters and the capture
options allow user to decide when to capture photos and with what frame rate.

and shutter speed, of the cameras were done using a GUI module provided directly
by Spinnaker SDK.

Additionally, a class for the cameras in the instrument, Camera Collection was
implemented. The instrument interacts with the cameras through this class. This
way, we can explicitly define the cameras connected to the instrument and refer to
them explicitly through their roles, such as "CameraSide" and "CameraRear".
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Video recording The most demanding feature to implement was a recording
videos of sufficient length with high enough resolution and frame rate. The challenge
was imposed by the Dynamic Link Library used to control the dispenser of the
instrument: it being only available as x86 architecture, was also our solution limited
to x86. This in turn imposed restrictions on object memory sizes: a program is
limited to 3GB of memory during the run-time [35]. This limit was quickly reached
if too high of a frame rate was used.

Therefore, measures were taken to allow user to consciously make the decision of
the trade-off between frame-rate, resolution and video length. During the initialisation
of the camera, a sample image is taken to estimate the size of the image. This size
is then used to estimate the maximum length of the video possible to be captured
with current settings. This allows for simple optimising. However, it is not most
user friendly, as re-estimation requires disconnecting and reconnecting the camera.
Nevertheless, the solution was sufficient as based on the tests conducted during
development, the time between starting approach and finishing the retraction takes
less than 60 seconds. Alternative solutions to the problem are discussed in section
5.2.

Automatic recording The video recording of the measurement was automated
to ensure accuracy, repeatability and convenience. The recording is started at the
moment when the approach starts, and finishes when the retraction ends. The
recording is toggled by the state machine.

Synchronisation Necessary to successful implementation and comparison of CA
and SDAM values, the recorded videos should be accurately timestamped. For this,
a timestamp was saved at the moment the first image was acquired from the camera.
A more accurate method was tested unsuccessfully (section 5.2).

Stage control The previous version of the stage control had no force feedback,
hence not fulfilling the Requirement 1. This functionality was added, so the stage
could be stopped at certain Force limit and measurements would be repeatable and
more accurate. using the force limit in the stage control also helps to mitigate the
effect of evaporation.

3.3.4 Analysis

As defined in the section 3.1, the analysis for both SDAM and CA values was to
be done post-measurement. The force values were inspected using MATLAB [36].
SDAM values were analysed manually for the force features, whereas for CA values
an automatic script was used. This section describes the analysis performed for the
obtained values.

SDAM analysis The data collected from the instrument was analysed post-
measurement. For SDAM measurements, the data is saved as values of measured
voltage. During analysis, said voltage data is converted into force data with a
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sensor-specific sensor gain ks and base voltage vb using the Equation (2), where
v is the obtained voltage value, and F the resulting force value. The resulting force
values were then analysed manually to specify the force features described in section
2.3.2. Additional stage movement data and scan logs can be used to estimate the
time when stage started to move down and hence evaluate the correct behaviour of
the scan.

F = ks(vb − v) (2)

Algorithm 1: Find contact angles from video
Result: List of contact angles per frame
Load video;
Crop Area-Of-interest;
while Frames left in video do

Load frame;
Convert frame to black and white;
Threshold frame to [0,1] using α ;
Find left and right edges;
Find baseline from minimum difference between edges;
if Any edge at opposite side of image then

(Droplet not in contact) Continue;
else

Fit polynomial of k degrees to N points in left edge;
Calculate a small set of sample points at proximity of baseline;
Fit another polynomial of first degree to proximity of baseline;
Contact Angle Left = polynomial coefficient;
Fit polynomial of k degrees to N points in right edge;
Calculate a small set of sample points at proximity of baseline;
Fit another polynomial of first degree to proximity of baseline;
Contact Angle Right = polynomial coefficient;

end
end

Contact Angle analysis For Contact angle measurement, the recorded video
files were analysed using MATLAB. The scripts used were edited from a simple
contact angle polynomial fit script developed previously by Heikki Nurmi from the
Soft Matter and Wetting research group at Aalto University [37]. Polynomial fit was
selected due its robustness, suitability for asymmetric, varying shaped droplets as
well as its ease of implementation. The general algorithm and related images of the
analysis steps are presented in Algorithm 1 and Figure 11.

The baseline detection in the algorithm had to be dynamic whereas it usually is
defined by a user to a fixed height. This is due to the fact that in SDAM instrument,
the stage is moved and not the droplet. This causes the baseline to shift up and
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down during the measurement and hence raises the need for the identification to be
dynamic. In our implementation, we simply use the minimum distance between the
identified edges to define the baseline height.

(a) Cropped image (b) Binary image (c) Edges recognised

Figure 11: Main steps of the developed DSA algorithm

Algorithm 1 has two main variables that can be tuned for existing lighting
conditions and video quality. These are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Parameters in DSA polynomial fit

Variable Description Range
α Threshold for converting image to binary [0,1]
k The degree of the first polynomial fit [1,]
N Number of points above the baseline used for

the first polynomial fit
[0,]

The parameter α is used to adjust the level of binarisation of the black and white
image to detect the edges. A α too low fails to form a continuous edge along the
droplet and too high causes excess noise which renders the edge detection useless
(Figure 12).

(a) α too low (b) Suitable α (c) α too high

Figure 12: Effect of α at DSA

The parameter N defines the number of points that are used to fit the first
polynomial. Setting it too high can cause unwanted features from the far edge to
be taken into the polynomial fit, hence causing error (Figure 13). Moreover, as
the points are the pixels of the image, can the dimensions of the image impose
restrictions on how big N can be. To remove this constriction, usage of subpixel
edges to improve the accuracy was considered, but abandoned due time restrictions
[38]. Public scripts for DSA for MATLAB are available as downloadable toolboxes,
but they were dismissed due the requirement for unobscured apex point of the droplet
[26, 39].
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The degree of the fitted polynomial is defined by the parameter k. It should be
selected so that the curve can fit into a complex enough set of edge points. However
a degree set too high can allow for unwanted features, such as noise, to defect the
results. Usually a polynomial of fourth degree is sufficient. It is the value used in
the implementation and the following sections do not cover its selection.

(a) Frame to be analysed. (b) Binarised image. No-
tice the imperfect edges
caused by the reflections on
the droplet

(c) Recognised edges and
points used in the first poly-
nomial fit

Figure 13: Effect of using too high value for N : the unwanted features on the
imperfect edge due reflection on droplet are included into the polynomial fit, causing
incorrect profile.

Deciding the correct values for parameters N and α was not trivial. Based on the
measurements conducted, we found that the parameters should be tuned specifically
for each sample surface and lighting condition. The effect of α is relatively strong,
and the value 0.2 seemed to be a good choice for the existing lighting conditions.
However, the effect of N was more debatable and had to be selected based on possible
reflections happening on droplet. Nevertheless, values between 100 and 250 seemed
to give the best results. More detailed explanation on the variable value selection
can be found in Appendix A.
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4 Experimental measurements on developed solu-
tion

A set of measurements were conducted to test the validity of the created setup. This
section presents the measurements in terms of the setup, materials, techniques and
obtained results.

The main motivation for the conducted measurements was to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the instrument with the integrated simultaneous contact angle measurement.
By reflecting the requirements set in section 3.1, we can define the conditions for the
successful setup, which can be assessed with the measurement results for evaluation:

• Condition 1: The measurements with and without video recording should be
similar and of good quality. Some alteration will be expected due the noise and
variation of measurement points. Assesses Requirement 1 (Operation).

• Condition 2: Video recorded from the measurement should be good enough
quality, in terms of resolution, lighting and frame-rate, to sufficiently conduct
DSA on them with method described in 3.3.4. Assesses Requirement 3
(Video analysis).

• Condition 3: Measurements should be successfully conducted on both mate-
rials with several points defined and fully automated. Assesses Requirement
1 (Operation).

• Condition 4: Video recorded should contain the entire moment of contact at
the measurement point. Assesses Requirement 2 (video recording).

• Condition 5: The force values obtained from the measurement should reflect
those expected. Assesses Requirement 2 (Force analysis).

• Condition 6: The values obtained from post-measurement analysis should
show difference between the two selected materials due their different properties.
Assesses Requirement 2 (Force analysis).

4.1 Setup for the experimental measurements
The experimental measurements were performed on the SDAM instrument prototype
into which the developed CA measurement was integrated. The instrument is located
in a laboratory at Aalto University. This section describes the selection of materials,
as well as separate configurations defined for the SDAM and CA measurements. Both
of the measurements were performed simultaneously on the same instrument.

4.1.1 Selection of materials and measurement points

The developed setup was tested by measuring four points on two sample surfaces.
The materials tested were selected so that the SDAM instrument force sensor could
handle the adhesive forces and that the contact angle was, theoretically, relatively
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accurate and possible to measure (Table 2). Before each measurement set, each
sample was cleaned using pressurised nitrogen gas to remove any particles potentially
attached to the sample.

Table 2: Measurement materials and their properties. Additional abbreviation is
defined for clarity. The samples were somewhat old and worn, which might have
affected their properties. The presented values were obtained with a contact angle
goniometer at 2017.[11]

ID Material Fs(µN) Fp(µN) ACA (°)a RCA (°)a

M1 Silicon nanograss coated
with parylene (SiPar)

0.90 (0.19) 26.01 (1.09) 151.2 (4.6) 142.6 (7.2)

M2 Silicone nanofilaments
on Si wafer (SiNF)

0.92 (0.42) 19.60 (3.49) 149.8 (5.0) 143.5 (5.2)

a At the time of planning and conducting the measurements, the materials M1 (SiPar) and M2
(SiNF) were said to have contact angles of roughly 110 and 150, respectively, hence showing a clear
difference in surface properties. This, however, contradicted the values presented for the materials
in the literature [11]. This contradiction was found out only after the measurements. The official
values, from the literature, are presented in this table, and used as the basis of our observations in
the following sections.

To assert the ineffectiveness of the video recording to the performance of the
system, each of the samples were measured two times - once with camera recording
and once without. The general overlook of the conducted measurements can be seen
in Table 3. The scanning resolution r - the space between adjacent points - for the
SiPar was greater than that for SiNF since the contact was more adhesive: some
piece of the droplet might had stuck to the surface, so a spacing large enough was
used to avoid contact with the existing droplet residue. The scan was also controlled
with the approach distance da and retraction distance dr, which indicate relative
distance of the stage from the estimated height of full contact. dr was set to be
greater in the case of SiPar, as it was expected to be more adhesive and hence might
need a longer retraction to detach from the droplet.

(a) M1 (SiNPar) sample on a GelPack surface (b) M2 (SiNF) sample on a GelPack surface.

Figure 14: Samples used in the evaluation of the solution. The material on the left
of both samples is black silicon, used for dispensing and grounding.
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As droplet media, we used purified MilliQ water in all of the measurements. The
droplet was removed and reformed for each set of measurements to diminish the effect
of contamination. The measurements were conducted in a non-controlled environment,
but the environmental conditions were recorded during the measurements in terms
of humidity, temperature and air pressure.

Table 3: Specifications of the measurement sets.

ID Material Grid Video r (mm) da (mm) dr (mm)
M1S1 SiNF 2x2 On 0.2 0.2 0.3
M1S2 SiNF 2x2 Off 0.2 0.2 0.3
M2S1 SiPar 2x2 On 1 0.2 0.4
M2S2 SiPar 2x2 Off 1 0.2 0.4

The ID assigned for each measurement was formed with denoting the material
with M, measurement set with S and point with P. For example, the measurement
of third point on first set on second material would then be M2S1P3.

4.1.2 Configuration of SDAM measurements

A force sensor with resolution of 10 nN scale, and maximum load of 1000 µN was
used in all of the measurements. At the grounding step, the droplet was brought
to contact of 2 µN . At measurement points, the droplet was brought in contact of
3 µN . Measurements were conducted with a droplet of size 15 µl. More specific
measurement configurations can be found in Appendix C.

In addition to the force values, also the positions of the stages were recorded
during the measurements. The recording of of the force values and stage positions
were started as the stage reached da, and finished after contact when the stage
reached dr.

The used force sensor was tested prior to measurements to check the sensor drift
was not too large. However, the sensor drift or the sensor noise were not taken into
account during analysis.

4.1.3 Configuration of CA measurements

The video recorded for DSA during the measurement was recorded with one connected
camera as the other connected camera did not have back lighting. Cameras were
not levelled with the droplet, which introduced error as described in section 2.2.3.
However, as the nature of the measurements does not aim for results comparable
with literature, this error could be disregarded as small. Similar to the force values
and stage logs, recording of the videos were started as the stage reached da, and
finished after contact when the stage reached dr.

The vapour in our measurement interface was considered to be normal air. Addi-
tionally as many sources of systematic errors as possible were minimised by following
instructions given by Huhtamäki et al. in [9].
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The parameter N was set to be 250 for SiNF and 150 for SiPar, α was set to be
0.2 and k as 4 for both of the materials. The method for defining these values can
be found in Appendix A.

DSA described in section 3.3.4 was performed for the recorded videos to obtain
contact angle values for both left and right side of the droplet. From these contact
angle values, the ACA and RCA were extracted. Additionally, the baseline of the
contact was estimated using the the disc on the micro force sensor, onto which the
droplet is formed, as a scale of transforming the amount of pixels of the image to
millimetres.

Table 4: Estimated force feature values for each of the measurement sets when mean
of each value is calculated from each point in respective set. Standard deviation is
presented within the parenthesis.

ID Fs(µN) Fp(µN) Ts(ms)
M1S1 9.67 (2.56) 76.61 (3.02) 1614 (43)
M1S2 13.32 (1.88) 79.99 (2.38) 1648 (66)
M2S1 0.19 (0.06) 15.98 (1.21) 602 (4)
M2S2 0.12 (0.04) 15.36 (-)a 597 (-)a

a The measurement set M2S2 does not have standard deviation for Fp and Ts as it had only one
recorded pull-off moment and settling period, values of which are presented in the table.

4.2 Results of the experimental measurements
The tests were conducted somewhat successfully. The entire set of four separate
measurement sets took around 4 hours with preparation and clean-up time included.
No major difficulties or problems were encountered during the measurements. The
found deficiencies and observations on results are presented in sections 4.2.1 and
4.2.2 respectively.

In these results we introduce a new variable, apex contact angle (CAA) which
describes the contact angle value at the moment when the stage is at it apex point.
This simply gives us an extra method to describe the results as it describes the
contact angle at the moment of the reached maximum contact force. Moreover, it
is obtainable for both materials in our scans and less affected by interpretation as
discussed in section 5.3.

Table 5: Estimated contact angle values for measurement sets where video recording
was on, M1S1 and M2S2, when mean of each value is calculated from each point.
Standard deviation is presented within the parenthesis.

ID ACAL(°) ACAR(°) RCAL(°) RCAR(°) CAAL(°) CAAR(°)
M1 149.9 (1.1) 149.1 (2.2) 94.4 (1.4) 110.2 (13.0) 128.5 (4.0) 127.5 (7.3)
M2 165.5 (0.3) 165.3 (0.3) - (-)a - (-)a 165.6 (0.3) 165.2 (0.2)

a The values obtained for M2 (SiNF) did not have values suitable for analysing RCA. This is
explained in Appendix B
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Figure 15: Statistics of the estimated force features from the measurement sets.
As the scale of the results between the two materials is so different (subfigures a,
d and g), they are presented individually as well (subfigures b, c; e, f ; h and i). a
Statistics of the snap-in forces from each point in each respective measurement set.
b, Snap-in force value statistics for M1 (SiPar). c, Snap-in force value statistics for
M2 (SiNF). d, Statistics of the pull-off forces from each point in each respective
measurement set. e, Pull-off force value statistics for M1 (SiPar). f, Pull-off force
value statistics for M2 (SiNF). g, statistics of the settling times from each point
in each respective measurement set. h, Settling time statistics for M1 (SiPar). i,
Settling time statistics for M2 (SiNF).
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The estimated force feature results for the measurements are presented in Table
4 and Figure 15. Similarly the averaged results for the estimated contact angles can
be seen in Table 5 and Figures 21 and 22. In Figures 15, 21 and 22, each value is
presented as a box plot with a mean (the red line), maximum and minimum (the
whiskers at the top and bottom) as well as the 25th and 75th percentiles (the bottom
and the top of the box respectively). Additionally possible outliers are presented as
red plus signs. More detailed numerical results can be found in Appendix D.

(a) M1 (SiPar) in contact with the droplet,
baseline estimated correctly.

(b) M1 (SiPar) in contact with the droplet,
baseline estimated incorrectly

Figure 16: Demonstration of incorrect DSA results caused by too simple baseline
identification in the DSA algorithm, causing the contact angle to seem higher than
it actually is. Also, the effect of unwanted reflection on the right edge of the droplet
is noticeable.

4.2.1 Deficiencies in obtained results

Despite the successful measurement conduction, two main problems were found
after the obtained values were inspected. Firstly, video recording for M1S1P2 was
corrupted due unknown reasons - preventing performing DSA for said measurement
point (Figure 17). Secondly, the data recording in M2S2P2, M2S2P3 and M2S2P4
had ended prematurely, so the pull-off moment was not recorded (Table 4, Figure
20b). We hypothesise the causes in section 5.3.
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(a) Contact angles of left edge from M1S1 (b) Contact angles of right edge from
M1S1

(c) Contact angles of left edge from M2S1 (d) Contact angles of right edge from
M2S1

Figure 17: Estimated contact angles for both materials plotted from the first frame
where contact angle was analysed successfully. Video for point 2 on material 1 was
corrupted and could not be analysed. For M1 (SiPar), left contact angle estimates
include a significant outlier, and right contact angle estimates display noticeable
error from reflection towards the end.

(a) Estimated baselines for measurement
set M1S1

(b) Estimated baselines for measurement
set M2S1

Figure 18: Estimated baselines for both materials plotted from the first frame where
contact angle was analysed successfully.

Additionally, the measurement setup for obtaining contact angles for M1 (SiPar)
were not perfect: as the DSA algorithm (Algorithm 1) uses minimum width of
the droplet-surface interface to determine the baseline, it also limits the scope to
interfaces with contact angle less than 90°. In other words, the baseline was identified
too high on the contact and hence the estimated contact angles were noisy and too
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high (Figures 17b, 16b). Moreover, the reflections of the lighting in the current setup
caused inaccuracies, especially at the end of the contacts. This effect can be seen
in the contact angle curve variation at the end of the contact in Figure 17b. The
reflection causing the error is present in Figure 16.

(a) Stage apex points for SiPar. (b) Stage apex points for SiPar

(c) Stage apex points for SiNF. (d) Stage apex points for SiNF

Figure 19: Stage height from each measurement set. Time is set to be 0 at the
beginning of the stage logging. The profiles of the measurement sets M1S1 and M1S2
are very similar, but the profiles of M2S1 and M2S2 differ clearly.

4.2.2 Result observations

Multiple observations can be drawn from the recorded data. We concentrate on ones
relative to the conditions set in section 4. We acknowledge that the measurements
are limited in size and could had been more controlled. Therefore the conclusions
should be drawn from the presented results and observations with caution.

Stage control When inspecting the recorded stage heights, one can see that on
M1 (SiPar) the values from measurement sets with (M1S1) and without (M1S2)
video are very similar. During M1S2 the apex point was reached reached slightly
later. This can be the result of sensor drift (section 2.3.3). The stage heights on M2
(SiNF) show a different behaviour: the apex point is reached significantly earlier in
the case of the measurement set without video recording (M2S2). Moreover, the first
point in M2S2 differs from the others. This could be related to the missing pull-off
moments in the recorded force data (Table 4, Figure 20b).
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Distinguishable force features The force features are clearly distinguishable on
both materials (Figure 20). Moreover, the snap-in and pull-off forces are clearly
larger, and the settling time is shorter on M1 (SiPar) than M2 (SiNF) (Table 4).
However, the obtained values differ from those in literature; the values for M1 (SiPar)
differ greatly, whereas the results for M2 (SiNF) are at least in the same order of
magnitude with the values in literature. The possible reasons for this are discussed
in section 5.

Force curve similarity with and without video The force curves recorded
with and without video are similar. However, on all of the points measured, the
measurement set without video recording seemed to produce slightly higher snap-in
and pull-off force. Also, the pull-off was not recorded on M2 (SiNF) for points
M2S2P2, M2S2P3 and M2S2P4 (Figures 23f, 23g, 23h). Additionally, the pull-off on
M2S2P1 happened significantly earlier than that of M2S1P1 (Figure 23e). Possible
causes for this and the stage apex point difference are discussed in section 5.3.

(a) Force curves for measurement set
M1S2

(b) Force curves for measurement set
M2S2

Figure 20: Force curves for both materials on measurement sets when video was not
recorded (M1S2, M2S2). The force values are synchronised based on the observed
snap-in moment, meaning that T0 = Tsnap−in. The Figure 20b is missing the pull-off
moments on points 2, 3 and 4.

Changing baselines Measurements of both materials show change in baseline
during both approach and retraction. On M1 (SiPar), the baseline length increases
steadily in the beginning, stays relatively constant in the middle, and finally decreases
at the end of the contact (Figure 18a). However the baseline length for M2 (SiNF) is
constantly either increasing or decreasing (Figure 18b).

ACA, RCA and CAA Obtaining ACA and RCA values from the measured data
confidently was difficult. The contact angle values from M2 (SiNF) do not stabilise
at any point during either approach or retraction (Figures 17c and 17d). Had the
contact been stronger, movement speeds slower or the droplet larger, the maximum
might had been reached. The process of obtaining the ACA and RCA, and a small
discussion about hysteresis is presented in Appendix B.
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Figure 21: a, Statistics of the RCA for each point in each respective measurement
set. RCA was not possible to be determined for M2 (SiNF) b, ACA value statistics
for each point in each respective measurement set. c, ACA value statistics for M1
(SiPar). d, ACA value statistics for M2 (SiNF).

On the other hand, the stable plateau during approach phase is clearly visible for
the contact angle values for M1 (SiPar); similarly at the end of the retraction phase,
although more noisy especially in the case of the values from the right side of the
droplet (Figures 17a, 17b).

The apex contact angle (CAA) value was introduced as it provides a simple and
explicitly defined variable, which describes the properties of the droplet in given
measurement setup. In the results given above, the ACA and RCA values were
extracted from the data by manually defining the plateau areas and the change of
baseline. This obviously introduces error to the results. More sophisticated methods
were not considered in the scope of the thesis.

The obtained contact angle values (Table 5) differ from those given in Table 2.
This was expected as we are using a different, novel and not calibrated technology.
Additional reasoning for the differing values, especially on M1 (SiPar), are discussed
in section 5.3.

Figure 22: a, Statistics of the CAA for each point in each respective measurement
set. b, CAA value statistics for M1 (SiPar). c, CAA value statistics for M2 (SiNF).
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Differentiable materials Despite the values differing from those presented in
literature, the materials are still distinguishable from each other with the obtained
force feature and CA values (Tables 4 and 5). Interestingly, the CA values show a
difference between the materials not only in the averaged values (ACA and CAA),
but also in the curve of the CA values as a function of time as seen in Figure 17. Also,
the standard deviation of the obtained values was bigger for M1 (SiPar) compared
to M2 (SiNF) (Tables 4 and 5, Figures 15, 21 and 22). This could had been caused
by, for example, heterogeneity in the M1 sample.
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(a) Material 1 (SiNF), point 1 (b) Material 1 (SiNF), point 2

(c) Material 1 (SiNF), point 3 (d) Material 1 (SiNF), point 4

(e) Material 2 (SiPar), point 1 (f) Material 2 (SiPar), point 2

(g) Material 2 (SiPar), point 3 (h) Material 2 (SiPar), point 4

Figure 23: Comparison between recorded force values at different measurement
points with and without video recording, presented by solid and dashed lines re-
spectively. SiPar point 1 measurement set 2 differs the most from scan 1. Pull-off
moments were not recorded for SiPar points 2, 3 and 4 during measurement set 2.
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5 Discussion
Looking at the project as a whole, multiple indications can be drawn from both
observations during development and acquired results. Most prominently, we can
confidently say that the results presented in section 4.2 indicate the integration of
CA measurement to the SDAM instrument to be successful within the scope defined
by the requirements in section 3.1. However, the setup at its current state places
multiple limitations and uncertainties on the usage of the instrument. This section
goes through the indications of the results, and discusses the limitations imposed
by the observed shortcomings. Finally, several suggestions for improvements are
presented.

5.1 Indications of results
Reflecting the results presented in section 4.2 with the conditions set in section 4, we
can argue for a working setup. This claim is supported by the following arguments:

• Argument 1: Condition 1 is partially met. The force values obtained with
and without camera recording on are similar but missing some values on some
scans.

• Argument 2: Condition 2 is met. DSA successfully conducted to videos
recorded.

• Argument 3: Condition 3 is met. Measuring points on both materials was
successful and automated.

• Argument 4: Condition 4 is partially met. The force values obtained were
reasonable but on M2S2P2, M2S2P3 and M2S2P4 the force recording was
terminated prematurely.

• Argument 5: Condition 5 is met. The force values obtained were reasonable
and reflected the properties of the materials.

• Argument 6: Condition 6 is met. The CA and force values show a difference
between the materials, hence indicating comparability with this method.

As the arguments above show, we can consider the test measurements to be
mainly successful. As mentioned in section 4.2, the results of measurements with
video recording enabled and the control measurements were similar, as seen in Figure
23.

The recorded force values show similar behaviour as a function of time (Figure 23),
indicating that the video recording did not affect the performance of the instrument
and validity of Argument 1. Moreover, the force values obtained, as well as the force
features extracted from them are within expected as discussed in section 4.2, hence
giving proof to Arguments 2 and 4.

Nevertheless, Arguments 3 and 6 are justified as CA curves obtained from the
videos are arguably noisy as the function of time, but this is acceptable considering
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the novel nature of the implementation. The incorrectness at the estimated right
contact angles on BSiPar can be avoided with appropriate lighting.

Finally, if the obtained contact angle values are compared, the materials are
clearly differentiable. Although the values are not comparable to those in literature,
as we can see by comparing the values in Tables 3 and 5, we can still argue that the
contact angle measurement is a valid method for comparing materials (Argument 5).

In the end, both methods should not be used interchangeably but on different
occasions for which the strengths and weaknesses of both methods are evaluated.
For example, contact angle is still a sufficient method for many industry needs
and is much more researched as a method. More reviewed and comparable data is
available. However, SDAM has multiple benefits over traditional CA measurement
and provides an interesting alternative to CA, especially for materials which have
superhydrophobic, heterogeneous, rough, non-smooth and non-reflective properties.

5.2 Observed shortcomings
Intrinsic to any resource limited project, also the implementation of this project
finished with several shortcomings. Despite the seeming success described in previous
section, the several needs for improvement has to be acknowledged.

Limited materials The setup was designed and tested only limited set of materials
in mind. As mentioned in 2.3.1, the force sensor is delicate and can break under too
much stress. This limited the materials to exclude hydrophilic materials.

Limited comparability Measuring surfaces with strong adhesive forces is a prime
example of the different use cases of SDAM and CA: SDAM can still be used to
measure the adhesion force on such surface, taken that a special sample is prepared,
with small enough contact area whereas contact angle measurement is possible for
the surface directly. The resulting results form such a setup are only comparable
with those conducted with same setup, hence reducing the possible applicability of
the results. Moreover, preparing the setup for reproducible and comparable results is
extremely difficult as the measurements are affected by multiple sources, such as the
lighting, sensors, stage control, camera parameters and analysis parameters. To fully
utilise the integrated CA measurement in a SDAM instrument, more extensive and
carefully planned tests are required. We believe that with sufficient theory, models
and conversions even translations between the values obtained with the two methods
are achievable.

Simple DSA The DSA implemented in the project is only an approximation of
the real phenomenon. It is prone to errors on the quality of the image and can be
changed by several degrees by just tuning the used parameters (Figure 16b, Appendix
A). However, this is problematic to any image based analysis methods. more robust
and sophisticated methods exist [26, 27, 40], but they are still be to be applied to
the SDAM instrument.
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Additionally, the DSA developed was limited to contact angles under 90 degrees
due the way the baseline is identified (section 3.3.4). The effect of the baseline being
identified too high can be seen in Figure 16.

Small test size The tests conducted to evaluate the implementation were not
extensive. Only two materials were used and a small number of points on each were
measured. No intentionally erroneous situations, such as too strong adhesion, were
tested. Hence the validity of the results is very limited. Additionally, no control tests
were conducted on the materials.

Numerous error sources Both of the methods used contain multiple error sources.
Their effect was not taken into account during analysis and would nevertheless be
complicated. Both SDAM and CA values obtained in a single scan are affected by
the environment and the sensors properties as the stages are controlled with the
force feedback, which also affects the measurements. Additionally, the force values
and analysed force features can alter based on the sampling frequency. Similarly
the CA values can alter a lot based on the camera, lighting as well as the used DSA
method and its parameters as seen in Appendix A. Many of the error sources and
their effects are presented in sections 2.2.3 and 2.3.3. Altogether CA measurements
seem to differ far more greatly on the specific setup, and the error analysis is more
complex than that of SDAM.

Limited video quality As mentioned in section 3.3.3, we were limited in terms of
the size of memory available for objects in memory which led to limited length of videos
recorded. Additionally, the limited frame-rate of the recorded video means that some
extremely short events, such as the snap-in, can go unrecorded. Moreover, recording
the contact with a higher resolution would mean more accurate identification of
the droplet edges and hence give us more points to use when analysing the contact
angles.

Failed camera synchronisation To Accurately save the information of each
frame, camera and computer clocks had to be synchronised. The preferred and most
accurate method would had been to latch a timestamp at the camera and computer
simultaneously, reading the corresponding timestamp value and comparing it to
that of the computer. This way, an offset describing the difference of computer and
camera clocks would had been obtained.

However, the described implementation did not work. Instead, a timestamp was
saved at the moment the first image was acquired from the camera as mentioned
in section 3.3.3. This gave a estimation of the time. Tests were not performed to
establish the goodness of this method.

Cumbersome user interface The main focus of this implementation was the
integration of the technology. However, as the aim of the project for which this thesis
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was done, aims for commercialisation of the instrument, the need for certain level of
usability cannot be dismissed without effect.

As explained in section 3.3.2, the user interfaces for controlling the camera were
mainly implemented using the forms provided by the camera manufacturer. Although
perfect for the prototype nature of the current instrument, they are far from optimal
in sense of usability, providing excessive and unclear controls. For example, setting
the resolution for the video is laboursome.

5.3 Reasons for unexpected experimental results

As already mentioned in section 4.2.2, the experimental measurements produced
some unexpected results. Namely the different results between measurement sets
with and without video on M1 (SiPar) and the differences between the obtained
values and the respective ones in literature. Even though the intricate analysis of the
measurements is not in the scope of the thesis, the sources of the obscurities should
be discussed to argue for working setup.

Missing pull-off moments As shown in section 4.2, we were missing the pull-off
moments for M2 (SiNF). Based on the fact that the stage has started to retract at
lower height than on the preceding points (Table 8, Figure 19), we can hypothesise
some effect of either sensor drift or material contamination. This would cause the
droplet to be larger than the forces recorded show, and hence take longer retraction
distance and more time to detach from the surface. Combined with the fact that
the recording of force values is stopped when the retraction distance is reached, this
would explain why the pull-off moment was not recorded.

Differences in force feature values with and without video recording The
observed phenomenon can be caused by multiple sources, many of which are mentioned
in sections 2.2.3 and 2.3.3. For example, the sample surface, or the droplet liquid,
could had gotten contaminated between the measurement sets. Also, the surface
properties might had changed due the measurement. Moreover, the effect of sensor
noise or sensor drift were not taken into account at the analysis.

Similar to the reasons for the missing pull-off moments explained above, the sensor
drift, or other external source affecting the obtained force values, might had caused
the second set of measurements to be conducted with a droplet of larger volume.
This hypothesis is supported by the recorded stage height (Figure 19) mentioned in
section 4.2.2, as a larger droplet would cause the target pushing force to be reached,
and hence also start retraction, earlier. Had video been recorded on the second sets
of measurements, a visual droplet volume estimation could had been used to examine
this possibility. Due the large amount of possible error sources mentioned above,
analytical comparison of the measured force curves is impossible without further,
more extensive tests. Nevertheless we suggest the reason for the observed differences
to be in selection of parameters and sensor, and not the developed solution itself.
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Differences between the obtained values and those in literature The dif-
ference when comparing values in Tables 4 and 5 to those in Table 2, can be the
result of the materials losing their hydrophobic properties: the samples were already
several years old at the time of the measurements. Moreover, considering the fact
that the M2 (SiPar) is more prone to losing its hydrophobic properties than the
M1 (SiNF), the observed difference between the materials are sensible [41]. To test
this hypothesis, CA and SDAM should be repeated using more controlled tests and
equipment.

Additionally, as mentioned in section 2.2.3, the droplet size affects the CA
measurement. The values presented in Table 2 were obtained using a industrial
goniometer, using a droplet tens times larger than what we used in our measurements
which can cause difference in the observed values [11].

5.4 Suggested improvements
To assess the shortcomings presented in previous section and to support the de-
velopment of the instrument further we also present suggestions for improvements.
Primarily we concentrate to fixing the issues with the presented solution and integra-
tion of the CA measurement; we also present more general improvement suggestions
already present in the instrument, fixing of which would improve the quality of the
obtained CA measurements.

Improved lighting The lighting of the instrument could be improved to allow
shorter shutter speeds and clear videos. The lighting should also be configurable or
adjustable, as different, not as high contrast lighting is favourable when configuring
the measurement locations for a scan, as the shapes of the surface and possible
impurities in the droplet are better illuminated. Also the positioning of the light to
reduce possible reflections is recommendable.

Improved memory use One major issues to solve is to resolve the limitation
of 32bit architecture and limited video quality mentioned in 5.2. We found three
possible methods for this: replacing the library with a 64bit version if such is available,
running the dispenser library as a service, allowing us to use x64 architecture for the
SDAM software itself or saving the video directly to the disk instead of buffering it
to the working memory first.

Fixing these issues would greatly improve the reliability of DSA as the videos
could be recorded with higher resolution and frame-rate.

However, this still might not be optimal solution due large memory usage and
memory being still limited to the memory available in the computer. Alternatives
would be to have a saving directly to a file, which can theoretically work on modern,
fast solid state drives, or to buffer the recording and saving as chunks.

Better camera synchronisation Due time restrictions and failed attempts the
synchronisation of the integrated camera and the computer was not successful as
mentioned in sections 3.2.1 and 5.2. Hence the timestamps for frames obtained
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from the video, as well as synchronisation with the corresponding force values is
relative. The implementation with which the measurements presented in section
4 were recorded uses a timestamp saved by the software right before sending the
command to start recording frames to the camera. This causes some offset in the
recorded timestamp and actual time.

An effort was made to synchronise the computer timestamp and the timestamp
on the camera with a latch-sync operation. However, this was not successful for
unknown reasons and could not be resolved due time restrictions.

Extensive testing An obvious method for evaluating and improving the implemen-
tation is to conduct more extensive tests for material suitability, accuracy, sensitivity
and repeatability. As the instrument operates on basis of multiple configurable
parameters, the performance and quality can be improved by iteratively testing
different parameter combinations on multiple materials.

Furthermore, to highlight the differences of SDAM and CA measurements, a test
with a sample of fabricated micro-pillars or similar structure to induce controllable
pinning [42] could be beneficial; the multiple snap-in and pull-off moments occurring
during the contact could be differently distinguishable in values obtained by SDAM
and DSA.

Most importantly, a set of well prepared control tests should be conducted for
effective evaluation of the setup.

Additional research SDAM as a novel technology and CA in a SDAM instrument
especially has no peer-reviewed theory behind it to explain all the effects to it.
Questions such as whether the deformation of the droplet with applied force to change
the contact line is comparable to that achieved by increasing and decreasing the volume
of the droplet, how applicable the use of Young-Laplace fit in performing DSA on the
videos recorded with the instrument is and what is the actual relationship between
adhesion forces recorded by SDAM and CA values introduce a lot of uncertainties
but also possibilities in the technology.

Improvements of SDAM instrument Some of the improvements are not related
to the developed solution directly, but the current state of the SDAM instrument
instead. However, as fixing these will also improve the reliability of the integrated
CA measurement, they are presented here.

Firstly, the current control algorithms controlling the stages are questionable. No
validated implementation of the stage movement can be assured. This can induce
unwanted variance into the measurements as the stages react to the force at different
times. Moreover, the implementation of the control on such high level of the software,
made with event based asynchronous methods is not as reliable as a specific control
device running a dedicated control algorithm.

Secondly, the control could benefit from added mathematical models of the
interactions and any sort of filtering to the control. At the moment the system is
vulnerable to high noise or sudden peaks.
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6 Summary
As with any developing technology, CA and SDAM measurements still have multiple
challenges, as discussed in sections 2.2.3 and 2.3.3. The challenges are mostly
practical and limit the materials we can measure comparatively. To better understand
the relationships between different types of measurements and the meaning and
interpretation of them, it is crucial to prepare specific methods for such purposes.
Hence the thesis written provides a setup for further development in evaluating the
relation of SDAM and DSA.

CA measurement using a polynomial fit DSA (section 3.3.4) was successfully
integrated into a SDAM instrument prototype (section 2.3). Camera was integrated
to the instrument and it was able to capture sufficient quality video during automated
scans. These videos were successfully analysed for contact angles. The simultaneously
captured contact angle and force values were then compared and possible interpreta-
tions were discussed. Some deficiencies were observed at the measurements, however
their relation to the implemented solution can be explained.

Even though the setup fulfilled the requirements defined in section 3.1, it is still
very limited, as discussed in section 5.2. The instrument can be developed further, for
example to improve robustness, speed, efficiency and usability. Most importantly, the
relationship of the CA and SDAM needs further examinations with more extensive
tests. The setup developed in this thesis can work as a basis for such tests. Moreover,
the added camera integration provides a pathway for adding additional visual analysis
methods into the SDAM instrument, such as droplet volume estimation and contact
area estimation.

The discussion in section 5 can be used as a benchmark of the developed solution,
but also as indicator for benefits and drawbacks of CA and SDAM measurements.
Such information can be used when determining future research opportunities and
prioritising development paths in upcoming projects. Nevertheless, measuring the
wetting properties of surfaces is a complex topic with a lot of variables affecting the
outcome. We hope that, despite the numerous reported issues, the developed solution
can work as a basis for creating new and improved methods for characterising surfaces
and their properties to further develop universal understanding of this interesting
phenomena.
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Appendices
A Defining DSA parameters
The parameters for DSA conducted on the videos were determined by running
the DSA on the recorded measurement videos with multiple different parameter
combinations. We found that using parameters on α = 0.2 produced the most
continuous results (Figures 26 - 28).

Choosing the number of points used in the second polynomial fit, N, was not
so clear. Figure 24 suggests that using larger number for N producer a smoother
result. Therefore we used N = 250 for BSiNF. However, as the droplet had some
reflections when measuring BSiPar, using the same N = 250 would had greatly
worsened the results (Figure 28) compared to a smaller number (Figure 27). Based
on this knowledge, we used N = 150 for BSiPar. The parameter N is also dependent
on the resolution of the image: higher resolution allows us to use more points and
hence obtain a more accurate result.

Additionally, we can see that the effect of different parameters was stronger on
the more hydrophobic material, M2 (SiNF) (Figures 24 and 25). This is in line with
the uncertainty of contact angle measurements mentioned in section 2.2.3.

Figure 24: Effect of different values of N with constant α = 0.2 on BSiNF. Larger
N produces smoother results but also shifts the observed contact angle lower in the
beginning of the contact, and higher in the end of retraction.
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Figure 25: Effect of different values of N with constant α = 0.2 on BSiPar. The
effect is not as prominent as with BSiNF.

Figure 26: Effect of different values of α with constant N = 250 on BSiNF. Too
high values for alpha add unwanted artefacts to the beginning of the video.
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Figure 27: Effect of different values of α with constant N = 150 on BSiPar. The
correct alpha is clearly present as 0.2.

Figure 28: Effect of different values of α with constant N = 250 on BSiPar. N is
obviously too high and most likely tries to fit the polynomial to unwanted features,
such as reflections.
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B Defining ACA and RCA
As mentioned in section 2.2.1, ACA is defined when the baseline increases and contact
angle remains stable, and similarly RCA is defined when the baseline recedes and
the contact angle remains stable.

Using these definitions, we manually defined regions from the contact angle
values by comparing the change of CA values to the change of baseline. To improve
the accuracy, we tried to define as large regions as possible. This procedure was
performed for each of the measured points separately. The values presented in Tables
5 and 8 are the averaged values from those stable regions. An example region defined
for each material can be seen in Figure 29.

Note how the end of the curve in the case of M2 (SiNF), in 29b does not show
any stable region. Hence, we did not find sensible to extract RCA from this curve.
However, should we say that the very end would be our RCA, we can report it to be
around 152 °.

Considering this information, we can calculate the hysteresis of the contact angles
in materials by subtracting the value for RCA from ACA. We can see that the
hysteresis is much larger in the case of M1 (SiPar) than for M2 (SiNF), which also is
sensible as it shows less hydrophobic properties altogether.

(a) Defining the regions for extracting the
ACA and RCA from the estimated CA values
on M1 (SiPar)

(b) Defining the regions for extracting the
ACA and RCA from the estimated CA values
on M2 (SiNF).

Figure 29: Defining the regions for extracting the ACA and RCA from the estimated
CA values. The region of points for ACA is displayed with a rectangle of solid edges,
and the region for RCA with a rectangle of dashed edges.
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C Measurement specification

ID Video X Y Fc(µN) Fd(µN) va(mm/s) vr(mm/s)
M1S1P1 on 62.32 1.11 -12.00 -15.00 0.01 0.04
M1S1P2 on 63.32 1.12 -12.00 -15.00 0.01 0.04
M1S1P3 on 63.32 0.12 -12.00 -15.00 0.01 0.04
M1S1P4 on 63.32 0.12 -12.00 -15.00 0.01 0.04
M1S2P1 off 62.32 1.11 -12.00 -15.00 0.01 0.04
M1S2P2 off 63.32 1.12 -12.00 -15.00 0.01 0.04
M1S2P3 off 63.32 0.12 -12.00 -15.00 0.01 0.04
M1S2P4 off 63.32 0.12 -12.00 -15.00 0.01 0.04

Table 6: Measurement setup for the points on the surface of material 1, BSiNF

ID Video X Y Fc(µN) Fd(µN) va(mm/s) vr(mm/s)
M2S1P1 on 59.36 0.20 -12.00 -15.00 0.01 0.02
M2S1P2 on 59.56 0.20 -12.00 -15.00 0.01 0.02
M2S1P3 on 59.56 0.00 -12.00 -15.00 0.01 0.02
M2S1P4 on 59.56 0.00 -12.00 -15.00 0.01 0.02
M2S2P1 off 59.36 0.20 -12.00 -15.00 0.01 0.02
M2S2P2 off 59.56 0.20 -12.00 -15.00 0.01 0.02
M2S2P3 off 59.56 0.00 -12.00 -15.00 0.01 0.02
M2S2P4 off 59.56 0.00 -12.00 -15.00 0.01 0.02

Table 7: Measurement setup for the points on the surface of material 2, BSiPar
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D Numerical measurement results
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